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Based on proceedings of the International Conference on Integral Methods in Science and Engineering, this collection of papers
addresses the solution of mathematical problems by integral methods in conjunction with approximation schemes from various
physical domains. Topics and applications include: wavelet expansions, reaction-diffusion systems, variational methods , fracture
theory, boundary value problems at resonance, micromechanics, fluid mechanics, combustion problems, nonlinear problems,
elasticity theory, and plates and shells.
This book covers all basic areas of mechanical engineering, such as fluid mechanics, heat conduction, beams and elasticity with
detailed derivations for the mass, stiffness and force matrices. It is especially designed to give physical feeling to the reader for
finite element approximation by the introduction of finite elements to the elevation of elastic membrane. A detailed treatment of
computer methods with numerical examples are provided. In the fluid mechanics chapter, the conventional and vorticity transport
formulations for viscous incompressible fluid flow with discussion on the method of solution are presented. The variational and
Galerkin formulations of the heat conduction, beams and elasticity problems are also discussed in detail. Three computer codes
are provided to solve the elastic membrane problem. One of them solves the Poisson’s equation. The second computer program
handles the two dimensional elasticity problems and the third one presents the three dimensional transient heat conduction
problems. The programs are written in C++ environment.
This book constitutes thoroughly revised selected papers of the 6th International Conference on Numerical Analysis and Its
Applications, NAA 2016, held in Lozenetz, Bulgaria, in June 2016. The 90 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from 98 submissions. The conference offers a wide range of the following topics: Numerical Modeling; Numerical
Stochastics; Numerical Approx-imation and Computational Geometry; Numerical Linear Algebra and Numer-ical Solution of
Transcendental Equations; Numerical Methods for Differential Equations; High Performance Scientific Computing; and also special
topics such as Novel methods in computational finance based on the FP7 Marie Curie Action,Project Multi-ITN STRIKE - Novel
Methods in Compu-tational Finance, Grant Agreement Number 304617; Advanced numerical and applied studies of fractional
differential equations.
The content of this book covers several up-to-date approaches in the heat conduction theory such as inverse heat conduction
problems, non-linear and non-classic heat conduction equations, coupled thermal and electromagnetic or mechanical effects and
numerical methods for solving heat conduction equations as well. The book is comprised of 14 chapters divided into four sections.
In the first section inverse heat conduction problems are discuss. The first two chapters of the second section are devoted to
construction of analytical solutions of nonlinear heat conduction problems. In the last two chapters of this section wavelike
solutions are attained.The third section is devoted to combined effects of heat conduction and electromagnetic interactions in
plasmas or in pyroelectric material elastic deformations and hydrodynamics. Two chapters in the last section are dedicated to
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numerical methods for solving heat conduction problems.
"Classical thermoelasticity theory is based on Fourier's Law of heat conduction, which, when combined with the other fundamental
field equations, leads to coupled hyperbolic-parabolic governing equations. These equations imply that thermal effects are to be
felt instantaneously, far away from the external thermomechanieal load. Therefore, this theory admits infinite speeds of
propagation of thermoelastic disturbances. This paradox becomes especially evident in problems involving very short time
intervals, or high rates. of heat flux. Since infinite wave speeds are physically unrealistic in some situations, and since experiments
have shown the existence of wavetype thermoelastic interactions, like in the observation of thermal pulses in dielectric crystals,
"generalized" thermoelasticity theories have been developed. This thesis concentrates on one generalized thermoelasticity theory,
proposed by Green and Lindsay, in which a generalized thermoelastic coupling constant, e, and two relaxation times, t0 and t,
account for finite speed thermoelastic waves . A numerical analysis of an exact analytical solution, involving an instantaneous
plane source of heat in an infinite body, is performed. The analysis reveals two finite speed wave fronts for each of the four fields:
displacement, stress, temperature, and heat flux. The results are complimentary to previous analysis, and improve upon them,
because a large range of parameters is involved, and the exact solution to the problem has been used."--Abstract.
Although the study of classical thermoelasticity has provided information on linear systems, only recently have results on the
asymptotic behavior completed our basic understanding of the generic behavior of solutions. Through systematic work that began
in the 80s, we now also understand the basic features of nonlinear systems. Yet some questions remain open, and the field has
lacked a comprehensive survey that explores these past results and presents recent developments. Evolution Equations in
Thermoelasticity presents a modern treatment of initial value problems and of initial boundary value problems in both linear and
nonlinear thermoelasticity, in one- and multi-dimensional spatial configurations. The authors provide the first self-contained
presentation of the subject that offers both introductory parts accessible to graduate students and sophisticated sections valuable
to experts.
The boundary element method is an extremely versatile and powerful tool of computational mechanics which has already become
a popular alternative to the well established finite element method. This book presents a comprehensive and up-to-date treatise on
the boundary element method (BEM) in its applications to various fields of continuum mechanics such as: elastostatics,
elastodynamics, thermoelasticity, micropolar elasticity, elastoplasticity, viscoelasticity, theory of plates and stress analysis by
hybrid methods. The fundamental solution of governing differential equations, integral representations of the displacement and
temperature fields, regularized integral representations of the stress field and heat flux, boundary integral equations and boundary
integro-differential equations are derived. Besides the mathematical foundations of the boundary integral method, the book deals
with practical applications of this method. Most of the applications concentrate mainly on the computational problems of fracture
mechanics. The method has been found to be very efficient in stress-intensity factor computations. Also included are
developments made by the authors in the boundary integral formulation of thermoelasticity, micropolar elasticity, viscoelasticity,
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plate theory, hybrid method in elasticity and solution of crack problems. The solution of boundary-value problems of
thermoelasticity and micropolar thermoelasticity is formulated for the first time as the solution of pure boundary problems. A new
unified formulation of general crack problems is presented by integro-differential equations.
Containing the proceedings from the 41st conference on Boundary Elements and other Mesh Reduction Methods (BEM/MRM),
this book is a collection of high quality papers that report on advances in techniques that reduce or eliminate the type of meshes
associated with such methods as finite elements or finite differences.
This is the fourth volume of the handbook Thermal Stresses. Following the principles established when the first volume was
published in 1986, the fourth volume consists of six separate chapters prepared by specialists in the field. Each chapter is devoted
to a different topic in the area of Thermal Stresses. Many results have been published for the first time in Thermal Stresses IV. The
exposition of the material is on the state-of-the art level, which should be appropriate for graduate students, researchers, and
engineers specializing in the field of stress analysis. In most cases the material is presented with some historical perspective. A
large number of references provided will allow the readers to augment their knowledge, after studying a particular chapter.
The book deals with novel aspects and perspectives in functionally graded materials (FGMs), which are advanced engineering
materials designed for a specific performance or function with spatial gradation in structure and/or composition. The contributions
mainly focus on numerical simulations of mechanical properties and the behavior of FGMs and FGM structures. Several
advancements in numerical simulations that are particularly useful for investigations on FGMs have been proposed and
demonstrated in this Special Issue. Such proposed approaches provide incisive methods to explore and predict the mechanical
and structural characteristics of FGMs subjected to thermoelectromechanical loadings under various boundary and environmental
conditions. The contributions have resulted in enhanced activity regarding the prediction of FGM properties and global structural
responses, which are of great importance when considering the potential applications of FGM structures. Furthermore, the
presented scientific scope is, in some way, an answer to the continuous demand for FGM structures, and opens new perspectives
for their practical use.
The boundary element method (BEM) is a modern numerical technique, which has enjoyed increasing popularity over the last two
decades, and is now an established alternative to traditional computational methods of engineering analysis. The main advantage
of the BEM is its unique ability to provide a complete solution in terms of boundary values only, with substantial savings in
modelling effort. This two-volume book set is designed to provide the readers with a comprehensive and up-to-date account of the
boundary element method and its application to solving engineering problems. Each volume is a self-contained book including a
substantial amount of material not previously covered by other text books on the subject. Volume 1 covers applications to heat
transfer, acoustics, electrochemistry and fluid mechanics problems, while volume 2 concentrates on solids and structures,
describing applications to elasticity, plasticity, elastodynamics, fracture mechanics and contact analysis. The early chapters are
designed as a teaching text for final year undergraduate courses. Both volumes reflect the experience of the authors over a period
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of more than twenty years of boundary element research. This volume, Applications in Solids and Structures, provides a
comprehensive presentation of the BEM from fundamentals to advanced engineering applications and encompasses: Elasticity for
2D, 3D and Plates and Shells Non-linear, Transient and Thermal Stress Analysis Crack Growth and Multi-body Contact Mechanics
Sensitivity Analysis and Optimisation Analysis of Assembled Structures. An important feature of this book is the in-depth
presentation of BEM formulations in all the above fields, including detailed discussions of the basic theory, numerical algorithms
and where possible simple examples are included, as well as test results for practical engineering applications of the method.
Although most of the methods presented are the latest developments in the field, the author has included some simple techniques,
which are helpful in understanding the computer implementation of BEM. Another notable feature is the comprehensive
presentation of a new generation of boundary elements known as the Dual Boundary Element Method. Written by an
internationally recognised authority in the field, this is essential reading for postgraduates, researchers and practitioners in
Aerospace, Mechanical and Civil Engineering and Applied Mathematics.
III European Conference on Computational Mechanics: Solids, Structures and Coupled Problem in Engineering Computational
Mechanics in Solid, Structures and Coupled Problems in Engineering is today a mature science with applications to major
industrial projects. This book contains the edited version of the Abstracts of Plenary and Keynote Lectures and Papers, and a
companion CD-ROM with the full-length papers, presented at the III European Conference on Computational Mechanics: Solids,
Structures and Coupled Problems in Engineering (ECCM-2006), held in the National Laboratory of Civil Engineering, Lisbon,
Portugal 5th - 8th June 2006. The book reflects the state-of-art of Computation Mechanics in Solids, Structures and Coupled
Problems in Engineering and it includes contributions by the world most active researchers in this field.
The present book is based on the research papers presented in the International Conference on Emerging Trends in Science,
Engineering and Technology 2012, held at Tiruchirapalli, India. The papers presented bridges the gap between science,
engineering and technology. This book covers a variety of topics, including mechanical, production, aeronautical, material science,
energy, civil and environmental energy, scientific management, etc. The prime objective of the book is to fully integrate the
scientific contributions from academicians, industrialists and research scholars.
This volume contains 44 papers presented at the Third Contact Mechanics International Symposium (CMIS 2001) held in Praia da
Consola9ao, Peniche (portugal), June 17-21,2001. This Symposium was the direct continuation of the first two CMIS held in
Lausanne (1992) and in Carry-Le-Rouet (1994). Other related meetings, in what concerns scientific topics and participants, took
place in the nineties at La Grande Motte (1990), Vadstena (1996), Ferrara (1997), Munich (1998) and Grenoble (1999). The
Symposium aimed at gathering researchers with interests in a wide range of topics in theoretical, computational and experimental
contact mechanics. The call for papers mentioned topics in tribology, mathematical formulations and analysis, numerical methods
in non-smooth mechanics, impact problems, instabilities and technological problems. The total number of participants was 102,
from Universities and Research Institutes of 19 countries. The Scientific Committee reviewed 102 submitted abstracts, and the
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final program consisted of 6 main lectures, 43 oral communications and 36 poster presentations (see Appendix A). The papers in
this book correspond to almost all the main lectures and oral communications, and they are assembled in 5 chapters: • Dynamics
and Impact • Instabilities, Oscillations and Waves • Contact Models, Results and Applications • Mathematical Analysis •
Numerical Methods. We thank all the authors for their valuable contributions to this volume. We are indebted to the members of
the Scientific Committee for their help in refereeing the submitted abstracts and manuscripts. We also thank the Series editor,
Prof. Graham Gladwell, for his assistance in the revision process.
Biomechanics covers a wide field such as organ mechanics, tissue mechanics, cell mechanics to molecular mechanics. At the 6th
World Congress of Biomechanics WCB 2010 in Singapore, authors presented the largest experimental studies, technologies and
equipment. Special emphasis was placed on state-of-the-art technology and medical applications. This volume presents the
Proceedings of the 6th WCB 2010 which was hold in conjunction with 14th International Conference on Biomedical Engineering
(ICBME) & 5th Asia Pacific Conference on Biomechanics (APBiomech). The peer reviewed scientific papers are arranged in the
six themes Organ Mechanics, Tissue Mechanics, Cell Mechanics, Molecular Mechanics, Materials, Tools, Devices & Techniques,
Special Topics.
This book includes selected, peer-reviewed contributions from the 2018 International Conference on “Physics and Mechanics of
New Materials and Their Applications”, PHENMA 2018, held in Busan, South Korea, 9–11 August 2018. Focusing on
manufacturing techniques, physics, mechanics, and applications of modern materials with special properties, it covers a broad
spectrum of nanomaterials and structures, ferroelectrics and ferromagnetics, and other advanced materials and composites. The
authors discuss approaches and methods in nanotechnology; newly developed, environmentally friendly piezoelectric techniques;
and physical and mechanical studies of the microstructural and other properties of materials. Further, the book presents a range of
original theoretical, experimental and computational methods and their application in the solution of various technological,
mechanical and physical problems. Moreover, it highlights modern devices demonstrating high accuracy, longevity and the ability
to operate over wide temperature and pressure ranges or in aggressive media. The developed devices show improved
characteristics due to the use of advanced materials and composites, opening new horizons in the investigation of a variety of
physical and mechanical processes and phenomena.
From the reviews: "A unique feature of this book is the nice blend of engineering vividness and mathematical rigour. [...] The
authors are to be congratulated for their valuable contribution to the literature in the area of theoretical thermoelasticity and
vibration of plates." Journal of Sound and Vibration
This is an advanced modern textbook on thermal stresses. It serves a wide range of readers, in particular, graduate and
postgraduate students, scientists, researchers in various industrial and government institutes, and engineers working in
mechanical, civil, and aerospace engineering. This volume covers diverse areas of applied mathematics, continuum mechanics,
stress analysis, and mechanical design. This work treats a number of topics not presented in other books on thermal stresses, for
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example: theory of coupled and generalized thermoelasticity, finite and boundary element method in generalized thermoelasticity,
thermal stresses in functionally graded structures, and thermal expansions of piping systems. The book starts from basic concepts
and principles, and these are developed to more advanced levels as the text progresses. Nevertheless, some basic knowledge on
the part of the reader is expected in classical mechanics, stress analysis, and mathematics, including vector and cartesian tensor
analysis. This 2nd enhanced edition includes a new chapter on Thermally Induced Vibrations. The method of stiffness is added to
Chapter 7. The variational principle for the Green-Lindsay and Green-Naghdi models have been added to Chapter 2 and
equations of motion and compatibility equations in spherical coordinates to Chapter 3. Additional problems at the end of chapters
were added.
This book contains the elements of the theory and the problems of Elasticity and Thermal Stresses with full solutions. The
emphasis is placed on problems and solutions and the book consists of four parts: one part is on The Mathematical Theory of
Elasticity, two parts are on Thermal Stresses and one part is on Numerical Methods. The book is addressed to higher level
undergraduate students, graduate students and engineers and it is an indispensable companion to all who study any of the books
published earlier by the authors. This book links the three previously published books by the authors into one comprehensive
entity.
Extensive numerical methods for computing design sensitivity are included in the text for practical application and software
development. The numerical method allows integration of CAD-FEA-DSA software tools, so that design optimization can be
carried out using CAD geometric models instead of FEA models. This capability allows integration of CAD-CAE-CAM so that
optimized designs can be manufactured effectively.
This book collects original research papers and survey articles presented at the International Conference on Recent Advances in
Pure and Applied Mathematics (ICRAPAM), held at Delhi Technological University, India, on 23–25 October 2018. Divided into two
volumes, it discusses major topics in mathematical analysis and its applications, and demonstrates the versatility and inherent
beauty of analysis. It also shows the use of analytical techniques to solve problems and, wherever possible, derive their numerical
solutions. This volume addresses major topics, such as multi-objective optimization problems, impulsive differential equations,
mathematical modelling, fuzzy mathematics, graph theory, and coding theory. It is a valuable resource to students as well as
researchers in mathematical sciences.
This book provides recommendations for thermal and structural modelling of spacecraft structures for predicting thermoelastic responses. It
touches upon the related aspects of the finite element and thermal lumped parameter method. A mix of theoretical and practical examples
supports the modelling guidelines. Starting from the system needs of instruments of spacecraft, the reader is supported with the development
of the practical requirements for the joint development of the thermal and structural models. It provides points of attention and suggestions to
check the quality of the models. The temperature mapping problem, typical for spacecraft thermoelastic analysis, is addressed. The principles
of various temperature mapping methods are presented. The prescribed average temperature method, co-developed by the authors, is
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discussed in detail together with its spin-off to provide high quality conductors for thermal models. The book concludes with the discussion of
the application of uncertainty assessment methods. The thermoelastic analysis chain is computationally expensive. Therefore, the 2k+1 point
estimate method of Rosenblueth is presented as an alternative for the Monte Carlo Simuation method, bringing stochastic uncertainty
analysis in reach for large thermoelastic problems.
During the last two decades the boundary element method has experienced a remarkable evolution. Contemporary concepts and techniques
leading to the advancements of capabilities and understanding of the mathematical and computational aspects of the method in mechanics
are presented. The special emphasis on theoretical and numerical issues, as well as new formulations and approaches for special and
important fields of solid and fluid mechanics are considered. Several important and new mathematical aspects are presented: singularity and
hypersingular formulations, regularity, errors and error estimators, adaptive methods, Galerkin formulations, coupling of BEM-FEM and nondeterministic (stochastic and fuzzy) BEM formulations. Novel developments and applications of the boundary element method in various
fields of mechanics of solids and fluids are considered: heat conduction, diffusion and radiation, non-linear problems, dynamics and timedepending problems, fracture mechanics, thermoelasticity and poroelasticity, aerodynamics and acoustics, contact problems, biomechanics,
optimization and sensitivity analysis problems, ill posed and inverse problems, and identification problems.
A unique monograph in a fast developing field of generalized thermoelasticity, an area of active research in continuum mechanics, focusing
on thermoelasticity governed by hyperbolic equations, rather than on a wide range of continuum theories.
Introduces the theory and applications of the extended finite element method (XFEM) in the linear and nonlinear problems of continua,
structures and geomechanics Extended Finite Element Method: Theory and Applications introduces the theory and applications of the
extended finite element method (XFEM) in the linear and nonlinear problems of continua, structures and geomechanics. The XFEM approach
is based on an extension of standard finite element method based on the partition of unity method. Extended Finite Element Method: Theory
and Applications begins by introducing the concept of partition of unity, various enrichment functions, and fundamentals of XFEM formulation.
It then covers the theory and application of XFEM in large deformations, plasticity and contact problems. The implementation of XFEM in
fracture mechanics, including the linear, cohesive, and ductile crack propagation is also covered. The theory and applications of the XFEM in
multiphase fluid flow, including the hydraulic fracturing in soil saturated media and crack propagation in thermo-hydro-mechanical porous
media, is also discussed in detail. Introduces the theory and applications of the extended finite element method (XFEM) in the linear and
nonlinear problems of continua, structures and geomechanics Explores the concept of partition of unity, various enrichment functions, and
fundamentals of XFEM formulation. Covers numerous applications of XFEM including fracture mechanics, large deformation, plasticity,
multiphase flow, hydraulic fracturing and contact problems Accompanied by a website hosting source code and examples
Concrete structures have been built for more than 100 years. At first, reinforced concrete was used for buildings and bridges, even for those
with large spans. Lack of methods for structural analysis led to conservative and reliable design. Application of prestressed concrete started
in the 40s and strongly developed in the 60s. The spans of bridges and other structures like halls, industrial structures, stands, etc. grew
significantly larger. At that time, the knowledge of material behaviour, durability and overall structural performance was substantially less
developed than it is today. In many countries statically determined systems with a fragile behavior were designed for cast in situ as well as
precast structures. Lack of redundancy resulted in a low level of robustness in structural systems. In addition, the technical level of individual
technologies (e.g. grouting of prestressed cables) was lower than it is today. The number of concrete structures, including prestressed ones,
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is extremely high. Over time and with increased loading, the necessity of maintaining safety and performance parameters is impossible
without careful maintenance, smaller interventions, strengthening and even larger reconstructions. Although some claim that unsatisfactory
structures should be replaced by new ones, it is often impossible, as authorities, in general, have only limited resources. Most structures have
to remain in service, probably even longer than initially expected. In order to keep the existing concrete structures in an acceptable condition,
the development of methods for monitoring, inspection and assessment, structural identification, nonlinear analysis, life cycle evaluation and
safety and prediction of the future behaviour, etc. is necessary. The scatter of individual input parameters must be considered as a whole.
This requires probabilistic approaches to individual partial problems and to the overall analysis. The members of the fib Task Group 2.8
“Safety and performance concepts” wrote, on the basis of the actual knowledge and experience, a comprehensive document that provides
crucial knowledge for existing structures, which is also applicable to new structures. This guide to good practice is divided into 10 basic
chapters dealing with individual issues that are critical for activities associated with preferably existing concrete structures. Bulletin 86 starts
with the specification of the performance-based requirements during the entire lifecycle. The risk issues are described in chapter two. An
extensive part is devoted to structural reliability, including practical engineering approaches and reliability assessment of existing structures.
Safety concepts for design consider the lifetime of structures and summarise safety formats from simple partial safety factors to develop
approaches suitable for application in sophisticated, probabilistic, non-linear analyses. Testing for design and the determination of design
values from the tests is an extremely important issue. This is especially true for the evaluation of existing structures. Inspection and
monitoring of existing structures are essential for maintenance, for the prediction of remaining service life and for the planning of
interventions. Chapter nine presents probabilistically-based models for material degradation processes. Finally, case studies are presented in
chapter ten. The results of the concrete structures monitoring as well as their application for assessment and prediction of their future
behaviour are shown. The risk analysis of highway bridges was based on extensive monitoring and numerical evaluation programs. Case
studies perfectly illustrate the application of the methods presented in the Bulletin. The information provided in this guide is very useful for
practitioners and scientists. It provides the reader with general procedures, from the specification of requirements, monitoring, assessment to
the prediction of the structures’ lifecycles. However, one must have a sufficiently large amount of experimental and other data (e.g.
construction experience) in order to use these methods correctly. This data finally allows for a statistical evaluation. As it is shown in case
studies, extensive monitoring programs are necessary. The publication of this guide and other documents developed within the fib will
hopefully help convince the authorities responsible for safe and fluent traffic on bridges and other structures that the costs spent in monitoring
are first rather small, and second, they will repay in the form of a serious assessment providing necessary information for decision about
maintenance and future of important structures.
The mathematical theory of contact mechanics is a growing field in engineering and scientific computing. This book is intended as a unified
and readily accessible source for mathematicians, applied mathematicians, mechanicians, engineers and scientists, as well as advanced
students. The first part describes models of the processes involved like friction, heat generation and thermal effects, wear, adhesion and
damage. The second part presents many mathematical models of practical interest and demonstrates the close interaction and crossfertilization between contact mechanics and the theory of variational inequalities. The last part reviews further results, gives many references
to current research and discusses open problems and future developments. The book can be read by mechanical engineers interested in
applications. In addition, some theorems and their proofs are given as examples for the mathematical tools used in the models.
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ICTAEM_1 treated all aspects of theoretical, applied and experimental mechanics including biomechanics, composite materials,
computational mechanics, constitutive modeling of materials, dynamics, elasticity, experimental mechanics, fracture, mechanical properties of
materials, micromechanics, nanomechanics, plasticity, stress analysis, structures, wave propagation. During the conference special symposia
covering major areas of research activity organized by members of the Scientific Advisory Board took place. ICTAEM_1 brought together the
most outstanding world leaders and gave attendees the opportunity to get acquainted with the latest developments in the area of mechanics.
ICTAEM_1 is a forum of university, industry and government interaction and serves in the exchange of ideas in an area of utmost scientific
and technological importance.

Nine detailed survey chapters by different authors present a number of applications of BEMs.
The direct integration method (a general approach to analysis for boundary value problems of mathematical physics with no
implications for the potential functions of higher differential order) is presented in this book as a potential tool for the analysis of the
elastic response of arbitrarily nonhomogeneous solids to thermal and force loadings. This method rests upon the correct
integration of the local equilibrium equations, which results in an explicit relationship between the stress-tensor components and
fundamental integral conditions of equilibrium for individual stresses, which can serve to assure the correctness of the solution and
provide a simple verification of computational results. Making use of these relationships and conditions, which are irrespective of
the material properties, allows for the reduction of the original elasticity and thermoelasticity problems for nonhomogeneous
materials to integral equations of a second kind which implies the solution in a closed form. This feature makes the method
efficient for the analysis of arbitrarily nonhomogeneous materials, among which the functionally graded materials are of particular
interest for both academia and industry.
The Boundary Integral Equation (BIE) or the Boundary Element Method is now well established as an efficient and accurate
numerical technique for engineering problems. This book presents the application of this technique to axisymmetric engineering
problems, where the geometry and applied loads are symmetrical about an axis of rotation. Emphasis is placed on using
isoparametric quadratic elements which exhibit excellent modelling capabilities. Efficient numerical integration schemes are also
presented in detail. Unlike the Finite Element Method (FEM), the BIE adaptation to axisymmetric problems is not a straightforward
modification of the two or three-dimensional formulations. Two approaches can be used; either a purely axisymmetric approach
based on assuming a ring of load, or, alternatively, integrating the three-dimensional fundamental solution of a point load around
the axis of rotational symmetry. Throughout this ~ook, both approaches are used and are shown to arrive at identi cal solutions.
The book starts with axisymmetric potential problems and extends the formulation to elasticity, thermoelasticity, centrifugal and
fracture mechanics problems. The accuracy of the formulation is demonstrated by solving several practical engineering problems
and comparing the BIE solution to analytical or other numerical methods such as the FEM. This book provides a foundation for
further research into axisymmetric prob lems, such as elastoplasticity, contact, time-dependent and creep prob lems.
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